LOTs
Library of Things Collection

This collection has the following items available for checkout:

1. Akaso EK7000 4K Action Camera
2. Austin Bazaar Kala MK-S Makala Soprano Ukulele
3. Barbie Star Light Adventure Flying RC Hoverboard
4. BirkSun Backpack
5. Blast Zone Bounce House
6. Brother CS-6000i Sewing Machine
7. BubbleTron Bubble Machine
8. Cecilio Violin
9. Deko Pressure Washer
10. Ellison Prestige Pro Die Cut Machine
11. Epson VS350 Projector and Mega Screen XL Inflatable Screen
12. Exploring the World Together Binoculars Kit
13. FiddleSTX Lacrosse 3-Person Game Set
14. Fujifilm Instax Mini 9 Instant Camera
15. GoSports Cornhole Bean Bag Toss Game
16. GoSports Giant Four in a Row
17. GoSports Giant Toppling Tower
18. Great Northern Popcorn Company 12-Ounce Pop Heaven Popcorn Machine
19. GreenWorks 40V Lithium-Ion Leaf Blower
20. Holy Stone Drone Model F181
21. Hubsan Drone Model H107C X4
22. Kitchen Aid Commercial Mixer
23. Minecraft RC Flying Ghast
25. Nintendo Switch
26. Oscar Schmidt Left-Handed Acoustic Guitar
27. Paragon Arctic Blast Snow Cone Machine
28. Paragon Pro-Deluxe 2029 Series Dual Warmer (Cheese Warmer)
29. Virtual Reality Shinecon Glasses
30. Volume & Bass Anywhere Bluetooth Speaker
31. Yamaha FG800 Right-Handed Acoustic Guitar

STEAM Kits:

32. Astronomy
33. Bugs
34. Building
35. Butterflies
36. Dinosaurs
37. Geology
38. Growing
39. Heart and Human Body
40. Learning About Money
41. Ocean Life
42. The Novelty Toy Spinning Puzzle
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